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Message from the President

In 2015, the Institute for Tourism Studies (IFT) 
marked the 20th anniversary of its establishment. We 
celebrated this milestone throughout the year, with 
festivities starting in the 2nd semester of the academic 
year 2014/15.

Although our roots go back to the foundation of the 
Tourism and Hotel School in 1982, IFT as we know it 
today was established in August 1995. We have since 
significantly increased our annual student intake and 
considerably enlarged the scope of the bachelor 
degree programmes and courses we offer, while at 
the same time always aspiring to maintain excellence 
in teaching and research.

The IFT undergraduate body has increased in size 
by more than 13 times in the past 20 years. About 
1,600 students are currently enrolled at the Institute. 
Our aggregate number of bachelor degree and higher 
diploma graduates has already passed the 5,300 
mark, while the academic year 2014/15 witnessed the 
first group of students to complete the Culinary Arts 
Management programme. In addition, every year, 
we provide hundreds of vocational and professional 
courses to a total of around 20,000 participants.

Since opening its doors, IFT has aimed to be a 
leading international education institution in the 
field of tourism and hospitality. The Institute offers 
a multicultural environment, providing scholars and 
students with state-of-the-art specialised facilities. 

That has contributed to an impressive growth in 
our academic research output and quality over the 
past 2 decades. During that time, we have become 
increasingly involved in consultancy projects, 
including ones helping to inform public policymakers.

IFT has also been regularly expanding its international 
network. We now have links with 85 institutions 
and organisations in 27 countries and regions. In 
addition, more than 500 companies and organisations 
worldwide have provided internship opportunities for 
our undergraduates in the past 20 years.

Our contributions to the tourism and hospitality 
industry have been publicly recognised by the Macao 
SAR Government, which in 2008 awarded the Institute 
the Medal of Merit for Tourism. We were also the first 
educational institution worldwide accredited by the 
UNWTO.TedQual Certification System, promoted 
by the World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), and 
which certifies tourism education. We currently have 
the most number of bachelor degree programmes 
certified under this system of any tertiary education 
establishment in the world.

The Institute will continue holding true to its deep 
commitment of providing high quality education in 
the fields of tourism and hospitality. I express my 
deep gratitude to my IFT colleagues, staff, students, 
alumni, partners and scholarship providers whose 
contributions have been so important to our Institute’s 
success. I extend that sentiment to the Macao SAR 
Government, whose ongoing support will be critically 
important to our Institute’s future.

Dr. Fanny Vong
President 

Message from the President
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Overview
Who We Are
The Institute for Tourism Studies (IFT), established 
in 1995, is the pioneer of tourism and hospitality 
education in Macao.

IFT, which is publicly run, is the only institution of 
higher education to have been awarded the Medal of 
Merit for Tourism by the Macao SAR Government – in 
2008 – in recognition of its contribution to the tourism 
development. It has twice won the Gold Award in 
Education and Training from the Pacific Asia Travel 
Association (PATA), in 1997 and 2002.

In 2000, IFT was the first institution in the world 
accredited by the World Tourism Organization 
UNWTO.TedQual Certification System, which helps 
deliver continual improvement in tourism education.

There are 2 IFT campuses, one on the Macao 
Peninsula and the second on Taipa. The Institute was 
granted the library, staff quarters and 2 laboratories 
on the University of Macau former campus on Taipa in 
2015. IFT had previously been offered the East Asia 
Hall, also on the university’s former campus.

The IFT Main Campus – at Colina de Mong-Há in 
peninsular Macao – includes 2 training units: the 
Educational Hotel "Pousada de Mong-Há" and the IFT 
Educational Restaurant. The facilities are designed to 
provide a rich training environment for students and 
a chance to interact with guests and customers. Both 
units are recommended in several international tourist 
guides, including the prestigious Michelin Guide.

What We Do
IFT has 2 components: the Tourism College, which 
offers bachelor degree programmes; and the 
Tourism and Hotel School, providing vocational and 
professional training.

IFT’s Tourism College offers 6 bachelor degree 
programmes, each with a duration of 4 years:
- Culinary Arts Management;
- Heritage Management;
- Hotel Management;
- Tourism Business Management;
- Tourism Event Management; and
- Tourism Retail and Marketing Management.

All bachelor degree programmes are taught in 
English. The Hotel Management and Tourism Event 
Management programmes are also taught in Chinese 
during evening classes.

Approximately 20,000 people attend vocational and 
professional training programmes in IFT’s Tourism 
and Hotel School each year. The courses are available 
at the foundation, intermediate and advanced levels. 
Besides, the school also offers over 80 programmes 
in partnership with 20 international organisations, 
leading to certificates/diplomas recognised by the 
global tourism and hospitality industry.

The school also teaches pre-vocational courses in 
tourism and hospitality to high school students. It 
organises 3-year technical and professional high 
school programmes in partnership with Macao’s 
Education and Youth Affairs Bureau.

Tailored to graduates, IFT offers a variety of continuing 
education opportunities. The Institute regularly holds 
executive development programmes in partnership 
with some of the world’s leading tourism schools.

Free basic training courses related to service 
industries are offered to all Macao residents through 
IFT’s Community Education and Development 
Programme. These courses are offered in cooperation 
with community associations and industry partners.

IFT has also established a special research and 
development arm – the IFT Tourism Research 
Centre (ITRC). The centre compiles several tourism-
related indicators, providing consultancy services 
to government departments and working with an 
extensive network of international research partners.

Overview
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Mission Statement
The mission of IFT is to become an international tertiary institution of choice for tourism and service 
industry studies. Not only for the benefits of Macao, but also for the Asia-Pacific region, it will equip 
students with professional knowledge and technical competence in preparation for their future leadership 
responsibilities in the industry.

"IFT’s engagement and contribution to advance education in tourism over the years have 
been essential in ensuring Macao’s successful tourism development."

Taleb Rifai
Secretary-General, World Tourism Organization (UNWTO)

"IFT is one of the educational institutions in the Asia-Pacific region leading the way for 
future tourism professionals."

Mario Hardy
Chief Executive, Pacific Asia Travel Association

"IFT is the oldest and so far the only higher education institution in Macao exclusively 
devoted to tourism education, providing students access to the very best tourism and 
hospitality training one could ask for."

Maria Helena de Senna Fernandes
Director, Macao Government Tourist Office

Overview

What Do People Say About Us
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At a Glance – The Academic Year 
2014/15

16

3

3

7

IFT bachelor degree programmes 
newly accrediteby the UNWTO.TedQual 
Certification System

Number of executive development 
programmes organised by IFT

IFT bachelor degree programmes 
(including daytime and evening 
programmes) with the UNWTO.TedQual 
Certification — the Institute has the 
world’s largest number of bachelor 
degree programmes so certified

Countries and regions of origin among 
non-Macao students enrolled on bachelor 
degree programmes

Overview
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1,568

20,227

18

85

115

Countries and regions of origin among 
the academi staff

Institutional partners internationally, 
including universities and tourism 
organisations, covering 27 countries and 
regions

Research publications produced by 
the academic staff, including books, 
book chapters, academic papers and 
conference proceedings

Bachelor degree programme students

Participants in vocational and 
professional courses, and professional 
assessment examinations

Overview
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Highlights of the Academic Year
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Orientation session held for students starting bachelor degree programmes, in 
which the Macao Government Tourist Office (MGTO) Director, Ms. Maria Helena 
de Senna Fernandes, shared her opinions on the city’s tourism and hospitality 
sector
At the MGTO’s request, IFT delivered introductory training courses about Macao 
for support staff for the 8th Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) Tourism 
Ministerial Meeting in Macao

Official celebrations held to mark the 19th 
anniversary of IFT
IFT co-organised the 24th Annual Meeting 
of the Association of Universities of 
Portuguese Language, an event held in 
Macao
IFT Vice-President Ms. Florence Ian 
attended meetings of the Pacific Asia 
Travel Association’s (PATA) Executive 
Board, its Board, and its Education and 
Training Committee, held in Phnom 
Penh, Cambodia
Cooperation agreement signed between 
IFT and the Guangzhou Vocational 
School of Tourism and Business

August 
2014

September 
2014

Highlights of the Academic Year

•

•

•

•

•

•
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IFT Tourism Research Centre presented at an industry briefing session the 
results of the inaugural Macao Human Resource Monitoring Survey
"Discovering Solid Ideas: Exhibition of Commercial Photographic Work by Derry 
Sio and his Students" opened at IFT
Delegation of 7 IFT students, accompanied by Lecturer Dr. Laurie Anne Baker-
Malungu, participated in the PATA International Youth Forum 2014, hosted by 
Taylor’s University in Malaysia. IFT is one of the organising partners of the event. 
Award Presentation Ceremony held for the Macao Occupational Skills 
Recognition System (MORS) 2014 Gold Pin Competition

IFT held its 2014 Graduation Ceremony
IFT appointed Invited Assistant Professor 
Dr. Sharif Shams Imon to join a technical 
mission to India to evaluate the nomination 
of Delhi’s Imperial Capital Cities for 
inclusion on the World Heritage List
New IFT Student Hostel, on the University 
of Macau former campus, welcomed its first 
students
Two academics from Xinjiang Normal 
University, in Mainland China, attended  
a 2-week faculty exchange programme at 
IFT
World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) 
carried out a comprehensive review of 
tourism education provided at IFT as part of 
the UNWTO.TedQual Certification System

October
2014

November
2014

Highlights of the Academic Year

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•
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December
2014

January
2015

IFT hosted 5th International Conference 
on Destination Branding and Marketing
IFT provided a Professional Bartender 
Course, certified by the International 
Bartenders Association, for Ling Dong 
Vocational and Technical School, in 
Nansha District, Guangdong Province, 
Mainland China
7th International Conference on Services 
Management took place at IFT
Macao SAR Government awarded 
IFT staff member Mr. Au Ning Kin with 
the Medal for Distinguished Service – 
Dedication, for his long service to the 
Institute

IFT’s training hotel, Pousada de Mong-Há, received the "2015 Travelers’ Choice 
Award" from international travel website TripAdvisor. It was the 5th consecutive 
year the hotel won this award category. Pousada de Mong-Há was also selected 
by TripAdvisor as one of the top boutique hotels in China, ranked 7 of 25, and 
was additionally recognised as one of the "Top 25 Bargain Hotels – China"
IFT voted "Best Educational Organisational Brand and Service" by the public 
in the Macau Elite Service Award 2014, organised by Exmoo News and  
co-organised by public broadcaster TDM

Highlights of the Academic Year

•

•

•

•

•

•
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February
2015

March
2015

An additional 3 bachelor degree 
programmes delivered by IFT were 
accredited by the UNWTO.TedQual 
Certification System: Tourism Retail 
and Marketing Management; Hotel 
Management (Evening Programme); 
and Tourism Event Management  
(Evening Programme)
IFT alumna Ms. Helena Lo, the Director 
of the Pousada de Mong-Há, was 
honoured with the 2015 PATA Face of 
the Future Award
IFT hosted 2 international academic 
conferences on the role of the 
supernatural in popular culture: 
"Vernacular Religion, Folk Belief and 
Traditions of the Supernatural 2015" 
and "The Supernatural in Literature 
and Film"
Press conference held to present the 
results of the annual Macao Tourist 
Carrying Capacity Study, which 
was conducted by the IFT Tourism 
Research Centre

Delegation of 90 students from Guangdong Province, Mainland China, visited 
IFT during a trip organised by the Macao SAR Government Education and Youth 
Affairs Bureau
IFT hosted Career Day 2015
IFT held Open Day 2015

Highlights of the Academic Year

•

•
•

•

•

•

•
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April
2015

May
2015

IFT President Dr. Fanny Vong attended the PATA Annual Summit 2015 in Leshan, 
Sichuan Province, Mainland China
IFT President Dr. Vong joined a delegation to Tianjin, Mainland China, organised 
by Mr. Edmund Ho Hau Wah, Vice-Chairman of the Chinese People’s Political 
Consultative Conference(CPPCC), for discussing with CPPCC Tianjin Municipal 
Committee regarding the arrangement of "Tianjin Cultural Exchange Programme 
for Macao University Students" 

Macao’s Tertiary Education Services Office coordinated a visit of 25 students and 
academics from Mainland China and Chinese Taiwan to IFT
IFT President Dr. Vong joined a delegation to Italy organised by Macao’s 
Committee of Cultural Industries
Visit to IFT by Mr. Guo Jianbin, Deputy Chief of the Department of Education and 
Culture of the Liaison Office of the Central People’s Government in Macao SAR
Visit to IFT by an official delegation from Yangzhou, in Jiangsu Province, Mainland 
China
IFT Vice-President Ms. Ian attended the Opening Ceremony of the "Tianjin 
Cultural Exchange Programme for Macao University Students". A total of 12 IFT 
undergraduates attended the 15-day programme in Tianjin, Mainland China. The 
event was supported by the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference 
and exclusively organised for IFT students

Highlights of the Academic Year

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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IFT President Dr. Vong attended the 27th Joint Meeting of the UNWTO Commission 
for South Asia and the UNWTO Commission for East Asia and the Pacific, held 
in Malé, Maldives
IFT Vice-President Ms. Ian attended the 7th UNWTO International Meeting on 
Silk Road Tourism held in Xi’an, Shaanxi Province, Mainland China
IFT and Kendall College, in Chicago, in the United States, organised a 2-week 
Summer International Exchange Programme on environmental awareness and 
sustainable tourism. A total of 13 students – from IFT and other higher education 
institutions in Macao and Hong Kong – travelled to Chicago to take part in the 
exchange

IFT President Dr. Vong delivered a keynote speech at the Hong Kong-Zhuhai-
Macao Tourism Cooperation Development Conference held on Hengqin Island, 
in Zhuhai, Mainland China. It was co-hosted by the governments of Hong Kong 
SAR, Zhuhai and Macao SAR
IFT Vice-President Ms. Ian attended in Cape Verde the 25th Annual Meeting of 
the Association of Universities of Portuguese Language. Ms. Ian also visited 
local Cape Verdean higher education departments in order to build relationships 
between them and IFT. Ms. Ian additionally took part in a meeting between 
the Secretary for Social Affairs and Culture, Dr. Alexis Tam Chon Weng, and 
Cape Verde’s Minister of Higher Education, Science and Innovation, Mr. António 
Correia e Silva

June
2015

July
2015

Highlights of the Academic Year

•

•

•

•

•
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August
2015

IFT Vice-President Ms. Ian and the head of the Institute’s Technical and Academic 
Support Division, Mr. Antonio Chu, joined a delegation of higher education 
institutions visiting Xinjiang, Mainland China, organised by the Liaison Office of 
the Central People’s Government in Macao SAR
IFT Chef Seak Pui Ian won the Gold Medal in the Fonterra Pastry Challenge 
2015 – Macao

IFT marked its 20th anniversary in 2015 with a series of events. The festivities began in the 2nd semester of 
academic year 2014/15, commemorating the Institute’s inauguration on 15 September 1995. The celebrations 
looked at IFT’s history and considered its future.

20th Anniversary Celebrations

28
February 

9
April 

27
March 

IFT unveiled a Scholarship Provider 
Appreciation Wall at the entrance of the IFT 
Educational Restaurant. Representatives of 
several donours took part in the event

Head of the Personnel Department and 
member of the Party Leadership Group of 
the China National Tourism Bureau, Mr. Wei 
Hongtao, gave a lecture on the importance of 
education in tourism development, the first in 
a series of talks by distinguished speakers to 
celebrate the 20th anniversary of IFT

IFT opened "The Language of Images of 
East and West – Exhibition of Creative Works 
by Cai Guo Jie" held at the Educational 
Restaurant and at the Team Building of IFT

•

•

Highlights of the Academic Year
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2
July 

9
July 

5
August 

8
May 

17
June

Classical music concert was organised by 
students to raise funds for charity

Institute held IFT 20th anniversary media 
dinner

Institute held alumni annual dinner

International heritage expert Dr. Michael 
Turner delivered a lecture at IFT on "New 
Approaches to Urbanism", part of the 20th 
anniversary lecture series

Opening of "Reminiscence – Macao Old 
Photos Collection Exhibition", showcasing 
works by local photographers Mr. Ao Peng, 
Mr. Carlos Dias, Mr. Tam Kai Hon, Mr. Ao Chi 
Keung and Mr. Kong Iu Lam

Funds raised by IFT students for charity during 
the 2014/15 academic year. A total of 6 charity  
events – that benefitted 8 charitable organisations – 
were organised by the student body

MOP570,000

Highlights of the Academic Year
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Towards Excellence in Education
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Towards Excellence in Education
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IFT is a top-notch provider of undergraduate  
teaching, and vocational and professional training 
in the fields of tourism and hospitality in Macao. 
The Institute aspires to deliver a high-quality 
comprehensive learning experience, focused on 
developing the academic knowledge and practical 
skills of students. The goal is to produce talent for 
the tourism and hospitality industries who are guest-
focused, ethical, innovative, globally aware and 
effective communicators.

Taught by tourism and hospitality specialists who are 
actively involved in research, work within the industry, 
or both, the IFT study programmes are based on 
creative approaches to learning and teaching. Each 
programme reflects IFT’s commitment to innovative 
curriculum design and delivery.

The Institute has grown in size over the past 2  
decades, and it now occupies 2 campuses. IFT’s 
international academic partnerships have also 
multiplied. This expansion is set to continue as the 
Institute works to attain its goal of excellence in 
education.

IFT responds promptly to the changes the tourism  
and hospitality industries are undergoing in Macao 
and the Asia-Pacific region so that all students, 
whether they take degree courses or professional 
training courses, finish their studies equipped with the 
tools to succeed in further studies or in employment in 
the private, public or not-for-profit sectors.

Towards Excellence in Education

Tourism College
The IFT Tourism College offers Macao’s biggest 
selection of tourism and hospitality-related bachelor 
degree programmes. The College employs academics 
from around the world and has a global network of 
industry partners. Faculty members strive to provide 
the best theoretical and practical education in an 
international hospitality environment.

IFT undergraduates must undergo a 6-month 
internship in the 3rd year of their studies – a 
requirement unique to Macao. They can opt for 
placements in Macao or for an internship in France, 
the Maldives, New Zealand, Portugal, the United 

States or one of several other countries. Since its 
foundation in 1995, the College has built strong links 
with about 500 leading tourism and hospitality firms, 
aiming to offer high-quality internship opportunities to 
IFT undergraduates.

At the Tourism College, students have access to 
specialised training facilities, including state-of-the-
art classrooms, a heritage documentation laboratory, 
a mock hotel front-desk and housekeeping room, 
several kitchens (Chinese and Western style) for 
various purposes including cooking demonstrations, 
and a teaching restaurant and hotel.
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Towards Excellence in Education

Education

Learning and Teaching

In the 2014/15 academic year, the United Nations 
World Tourism Organization UNWTO.TedQual 
Certification System accredited another 3 bachelor 
degree programmes provided by the IFT Tourism 
College. The newly accredited programmes 
were: Tourism Retail and Marketing Management 
(Daytime Programme); Hotel Management (Evening 
Programme); and Tourism Event Management 
(Evening Programme). The 2 evening programmes 
are taught in Chinese and turned out their first batch of 
graduates in 2014. The UNWTO.TedQual certification 
is valid for 4 years, until March 2019.

The Tourism College has now 7 bachelor degree 
programmes with UNWTO.TedQual Certification. 
Currently, the Institute has the most number of 
bachelor degree programmes certified than any other 
tertiary education establishment in the world.

The first batch of Culinary Arts Management students 
graduated at the end of the 2014/15 academic year. 
The bachelor degree programme began in academic 
year 2011/12 and has grown in popularity to the point 
that the demand for places in the programme largely 
exceeds supply.

In April 2015, Culinary Arts Management students 

The unique educational experience that the Tourism 
College provides encompasses off-campus activities 
to broaden the horizons of undergraduates. These 
activities, such as field trips and site tours, get students 
out of the classroom and into real-life environments.

In addition, the Tourism College has long been 
recognised in Macao for its innovative approach to 
teaching, transforming the classroom into a place for 
learning about the real world through the integration 
of theory and practice. Starting in their 1st year, 
students in all bachelor degree programmes have 
opportunities to gain hands-on experience from a 
wide range of projects, including organising events, 
engaging in charity activities, developing food guides, 
and providing business consultancy to local firms.

These learning experiences reinforce course 
content and theory. They are also meant to help 
students emerge fully prepared for their chosen 
careers. Students prepare themselves by doing and 
discovering, as they apply what they have learned in 
class and reflect on it.

undertook their graduation project at the IFT 
Educational Restaurant. The class was divided  
into 2 groups and each had to prepare a lunch 
event from scratch. Each event attracted 60 paying 
customers.

Ja
so

n 
Ch

an
     

Culinary Arts Management Graduate         

Dr
. C

la
ra

 Lei 
Weng Si     IFT Assistant Professor

"I learned a lot at IFT – not 
just cooking skills. The most 
important learning was the 
management skills." 

"We can discuss several case 
studies in the classroom, but 
first-hand experience counts a lot 
in learning. What we do is show 
students the theory first. We 
then let them start the projects. 
At a later stage, we go back 
to the theory and explain the 
connections between both." 
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Exploring Medical and Cultural Tourism in Republic of Korea

Understanding Hong Kong’s Tai Hang Fire Dragon Parade

A group of Year 3 students taking the Special Interest 
Tourism course visited Seoul to learn more about 
medical and cultural tourism in the Republic of  
Korea – both of which are increasingly popular trends 
among Chinese tourists.

The 5-day field trip took place in the 1st semester, 
from 30 October to 3 November 2014. The group 
comprised 15 students in various bachelor degree 
programmes and was led by Dr. Ahmed Abdel Fattah 
and Dr. Choi Suh-hee.

The group visited the Korea Tourism Organization’s 
Medical Tourism Information Centre, the Oriental 
Medical Tourism Organization and other entities 
sharing a connection to medical tourism to learn 
about the development of the industry. Students also 
visited UNESCO World Heritage Sites, including the 
Changdeokgung Palace and the Jongmyo Shrine, as 
well as other manifestations of Korean culture and 
heritage that draw tourists to Seoul.

A party of Tourism Event Management Year 4  
students visited Hong Kong in September 2014 to 
learn more about the traditional Tai Hang fire dragon 
dance. IFT Lecturer Mr. Ubaldino Couto led the group.

The group listened to a talk given by Mr. Chan Tak 
Fai, the Commander-in-Chief of the event, and visited 
Hong Kong’s Museum of History.

Tai Hang’s residents have upheld the traditional 

dance, which is meant to solicit blessings, for more 
than 130 years. It has become a collective activity, 
important in building a local identity and strengthening 
community ties.

This field trip helped enrich the students’ appreciation 
of intangible cultural heritage in the form of festivals. 
Members of the group identified similarities between 
the parade and Macao’s Drunken Dragon Feast.

Towards Excellence in Education
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Consultancy Project for Multimedia Start-up

A group of Tourism Event Management Year 2 
students visited the Zhuhai International Convention 
and Exhibition Centre on 22 October 2014. The aim of 
the trip was to increase their knowledge of the recently 
opened facility and deepen their understanding of the 
convention and exhibition business.

IFT Lecturers Ms. Sherry Tan, Mr. Ubaldino Couto,  
Ms. Veronica Lam and Dr. Hazel Xu led the 73 
students on the 1-day trip.

A group of Tourism Business Management Year 4 
students provided consultancy services to a new 
Macao company in the cultural and creative field. The 
project, undertaken in the 1st semester of the 2014/15 
academic year, gave students the opportunity to gain 
a practical understanding of the challenges faced by 
a start-up.

The students made use of skills learned from their 
Strategic Management course, led by Dr. Fernando 

The Zhuhai facility, adjacent to the Macao SAR, 
opened in October 2014. The convention wing of the 
centre contains a plenary hall that is 2,000 square 
metres in area, an opera theatre, a concert hall  
and 35 meeting rooms. The exhibition wing has 6 
exhibition halls at ground level, each with about 5,000 
square metres of column-free space under high 
ceilings.

Visit to the Zhuhai International Convention 
and Exhibition Centre

Lourenço, to develop a 3-year business plan for 789 
Multimedia Marketing Ltd. The plan explained how  
the company could exploit opportunities in the 
multimedia products and services market in Macao.

IFT invited Mr. Miguel Khan, a multimedia specialist 
and member of the Macao SAR Government Cultural 
Industry Committee, to help assess the results of the 
project and offer feedback.

Towards Excellence in Education
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Consultancy Project for a New Mobile App

Seasons 2014 Event Series

A group of Tourism Retail and Marketing Management 
Year 4 students undertook a special project in the 
1st semester of academic year 2014/15 to develop 
marketing strategies for a newly developed mobile 
phone app. The app, Yummy Macau, is designed to 
help users find good restaurants.

The project involved developing a 3-year product 
development plan. In addition, students were required 
to design and execute a marketing campaign for 
Yummy Macau that included promotion on social 
media and via live events.

Year 3 Tourism Event Management 
students organised a series of events 
for the 1st semester of academic year 
2014/15 to help raise environmental 
awareness. "Seasons 2014" set out 
to help people better employ their 
senses to fully appreciate the variations 
between seasons.

Seasons 2014 comprised a photo 
competition, pizza-making workshop, 
charity sale of handmade soaps  
and a marathon musical event 
comprising 17 performances. The 
events raised MOP40,000 that was 
donated to the Hong Kong branch of 
the World Wide Fund for Nature.

The students applied the knowledge and skills 
learned in the Strategic Management course, led by 
Dr. Lourenço, to develop their proposals. The project 
allowed them to understand better the process of 
developing mobile apps.

Mr. Gilberto Camacho, a co-founder of Vector ITS 
Group that developed the Yummy Macau app, 
thanked the group for their proposals. He pointed out 
that the number of downloads of the app had risen 
appreciably since the project’s completion.

Towards Excellence in Education
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Field Trip to UNESCO Sites in India

"Macao, the Virtuous City" Community Event

A group of 20 Heritage Management Year 4 students visited destinations 
on UNESCO’s World Heritage List in India between 26 March and 6 April 
2015. They were accompanied by Invited Assistant Professor Dr. Sharif 
Shams Imon, the Coordinator of IFT’s Heritage Management bachelor 
degree programme, and Invited Assistant Professor Dr. Qi Shanshan.

Among the World Heritage Sites visited were Agra Fort and the Taj Mahal   
in Agra, Qutb Minar and its monuments in Delhi and the Kalka-Shimla 

Railway in the country’s 
northwest. The group also 
toured buildings and urban 
areas designed by Swiss-
French architect Le Corbusier in 
the city of Chandigarh. The city 
was recently nominated for the 
UNESCO World Heritage List.

One of the highlights of the 
trip was a 3-day workshop on 
interpreting and presenting 
cultural heritage, an event 
held jointly with the Chitkara 
University’s Chitkara School 
of Planning and Architecture. 
The 300-year-old Qila Mubarak 
fort complex in Patiala was the 
subject of the workshop.

The purpose of the trip was to 
study cultural heritage resources 
and management practices, 
particularly in Chandigarh. The 
city boasts unique 20th-century 
architecture and urban planning 
by Le Corbusier.

On 9 May 2015 a group of Heritage 
Management Year 4 students 
held a community event called 
"Macao, the Virtuous City", near 
the Lin Fung Temple. A practical 
project, the event was meant to 
promote the public’s involvement 
in heritage conservation.

It was the term project of students 
on the Economics of Heritage 
Conservation course. The course 
was led by Dr. Richard Engelhardt, 
former UNESCO regional adviser 
for culture in Asia and the Pacific, 
and by Dr. Johannes Widodo of the 
National University of Singapore 
Department of Architecture.

Towards Excellence in Education
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Tour of Taivexmalo Day Hospital and Spa

Concept Proposal for an Extreme Sports Centre

A group of Year 3 Tourism Business Management 
students toured the Taivexmalo Day Hospital and 
Spa at The Venetian Macao during the 2nd semester 
of the 2014/15 academic year. Several staff members 
interacted with the students, answering their 
questions.

The visit formed a part of the Development and 
Management of Attractions course and allowed 

Year 4 Tourism Retail and Marketing 
Management students joined forces 
with the Macau Outdoor Activities 
Promotion Association (MOAPA) 
to find new business opportunities 
in adventure sports. The exercise 
included the delivery of design 
proposals for an extreme sports 
centre.

The project was part of the Visual 
Merchandising and Store Design 
course. The final proposals were 
outlined in May 2015.

Students used 3D modelling, 
video and graphics to present their 
concepts. Their audience included 
course instructor Dr. Lourenço, 
architect and MOAPA President Mr. 
André Ritchie and Mr. Hermes Lai, 
chief interior designer and director 
of Macau interior design studio 615 
Concepts Ltd.

students to better gauge the potential for medical 
tourism in Macao, which is a topic covered in class.

The Taivexmalo Day Hospital and Spa is one of 
the biggest of its kind in the world. It covers more 
than 9,000 square metres of floor space and offers 
a comprehensive range of healthcare and general 
wellbeing services, provided by an international team 
of professionals.
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Scouting for Business Opportunities in Leisure and 
Entertainment
Tourism Retail and Marketing Management Year 3 
students taking the Retail and Marketing Business 
Project course led by Dr. Lourenço sought new 
opportunities for multimedia in the leisure and 
entertainment industries.

The project in the 2nd semester of the 2014/15 
academic year, involved 789 Multimedia Marketing 
and the Chon Chin Association of Macau, companies 
which are connected to the cultural and creative 
industries. The project was inspired by the Macao 
SAR Government policy of economic diversification 
through the promotion of the cultural and creative 
industries.

Students did specialised research to find unexploited 
market niches and subsequently worked on a 
business concept and marketing proposal. The  
project included a sharing session during which 
Chong Chin Association of Macau President André 
Ritchie and 789 Multimedia Marketing shareholders 
offered their feedback.

Executive Development Programmes
IFT organised 3 executive development programmes covering the latest trends in hospitality management during 
academic year 2014/15. Two of the courses was organised with Switzerland’s Ecole hôtelière de Lausanne, while 
the third course was supported by the Cornell University School of Hotel Administration in the United States.
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"Facilities management is an 
invisible job – and it should 
be so. Strong facilities are an 
assumed part of service in 
hospitality. If it is invisible to 
the guest and to other staff 
members, you are doing a 
superb job."

"To grow your career you 
also need to think about 
your personal growth … In 
order to do that, [you] need 
to understand yourself and 
then other people and their 
perceptions."

Towards Excellence in Education
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Tourism and Hotel School
The Tourism and Hotel School aims to train and develop industry-ready talent to work at the operational, 
supervisory and managerial levels in the tourism industry and elsewhere in the service sector. The vocational 
and professional courses on offer cover the following subjects:
  Health, spa and beauty;
  Heritage and tourism;
  Hospitality and catering;
  IT and creative studies;
  Language and culture;
  Personal development; and
  Retail, business and management.

Seminars and workshops on various topics were offered during the 2014/15 academic year.

Besides the programmes open to the general public, the Tourism and Hotel School conducted several courses 
and workshops on behalf of public and private entities during the academic year, including:
  Academy of Public Security Forces;
  Associação para a Promoção das Aspirações da Juventude Chinesa de Macau;
  Clínica dos Operários da União das Associações de Operários de Macau
  Education and Youth Affairs Bureau;
  Grand Emperor Hotel;
  Health Bureau;
  Holiday Inn Macau;
  Hotel Grand Lisboa;
  Hotel Lisboa;
  Hotel Okura Macau;
  Industry and Commerce Federation of Islands of Macao;
  L’Arc MACAU;
  Leng Fong Charity Association;
  Macao Federation of Trade Unions;
  Macao Government Tourist Office;
  Macao Prison;
  Macau Hotel Association;
  Macau Military Club;
  Macau Retail Management Association;
  Macau Tower Convention and Entertainment Centre;
  Melco Crown Entertainment;
  Metropark Hotel Macau;
  MGM MACAU;
  Plaza Macao;
  Public Administration and Civil Service Bureau;
  Sands Macao Hotel;
  The Venetian Macao;
              Wynn Macau; and
  Young Men’s Christian Association of Macau.

As part of its Pre-Service Vocational Training Programme – a series of courses offered to high school students – 
the Tourism and Hotel School organised orientation courses in the following high schools:
  Colégio de Santa Rosa de Lima (Chinese Section);
  Colégio Diocesano de São José;
  Colégio Mateus Ricci;
  Concordia School for Special Education;
  Escola Católica Estrela do Mar; 
  Escola dos Moradores de Macau;
  Escola Fong Chong da Taipa;
  Escola Luso-Chinesa Técnico-Profissional;
  Escola Secundária Luso-Chinesa de Luís Gonzaga Gomes;
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  Escola Tong Nam;
  Escola Tong Sin Tong;
  Guang Da Middle School;
  Hou Kong Middle School (Macao);
  Lingnan Middle School;
  Macau Pooi To Middle School;
  Millennium Secondary School;
  Our Lady of Fatima Girls’ School;
  Sacred Heart Canossian College;
  Sheng Kung Hui Choi Kou School (Macau); and
  Workers’ Children High School.

Lifelong Learning

Technical and Professional Courses Co-organised with 
the Education and Youth Affairs Bureau

Lifelong learning has become a global education 
trend. To promote holistic education in Macao, the IFT 
Tourism and Hotel School offers a variety of training 
programmes for Macao’s general public.

In 2008, the Tourism and Hotel School joined the 
Continuing Education Subsidy Scheme established 
by the Education and Youth Affairs Bureau to promote 
lifelong learning. The scheme was replaced by the 
Continuing Education Development Plan in 2011 and 
the Tourism and Hotel School joined the programme 
in 2012.

Macao’s technical and professional education system 
was established in 1996. Its purpose is to develop 
the academic and occupational skills of high school 
students.

The Tourism and Hotel School, in cooperation 
with the Education and Youth Affairs Bureau,  
offers 3 technical and occupational programmes 
for high school students. They are: the Tourism 
Techniques Course, held during the day; the Graphic 
Design Course, also held in the daytime; and the 
Culinary Techniques Course, held in the evenings.

The programmes comprise high school academic 
courses and occupational courses and are 
supplemented by internship opportunities. On 

By August 2015, the Institute had applied to have  
about 850 courses subsidised under the plan and 
more than 9,000 people had benefited from subsidised 
courses.

The Tourism and Hotel School will continue to break 
new ground and follow Macao SAR Government 
policy to enhance the competitiveness of Macao 
people through continuing education.

completion of a programme, students will have 
acquired essential occupational skills and be awarded 
a Form 6 certificate issued by the Education and 
Youth Affairs Bureau.

Several Graphic Design Course students entered 
various competitions in the 2014/15 academic year 
and obtained satisfactory results. The competitions 
included: the Unique Macau Postcard Design 
Competition; the Guangdong - Hong Kong - Macao 
Marine Life Drawing Competition 2014; the Parade 
through Macao, Latin City Photo Contest; and the 
Celebrating Teacher’s Day Exhibition of Short Films, 
Photos and Illustrations 2015 competition.
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Courses in Creative Studies

The Tourism and Hotel School launched several new courses in creative studies during academic year 2014/15, 
including in the following subjects:
  Animation and music production;
  Animation script creation and development;
  Creative collage with watercolour;
  Design and production of leather-carving crafts;
  Digital music creation;
  Expressive painting; and
  Motion graphics and video editing.

The Tourism and Hotel School continued to offer courses in the following subjects during academic year 2014/15:
  Abstract painting with tissue paper;
  Advertising design;
  Chinese and Western painting;
  Contemporary ceramics;
  Corporate identity design;
  Do-it-yourself recycle design and production; 
  Floral design;
  Multimedia production;
  Photography; and
  Souvenir design and production.

The Tourism and Hotel School invited renowned 
Macao artists Mr. Denis Murrell, Mr. Cai Guojie and 
Mr. Lai Sio Kit to be lecturers for a special series of 
art courses. The purpose of the Macau Contemporary 
Artists Series was to give students the opportunity 
to develop their painting skills while interacting with 
renowned artists and learning more about their style.

In cooperation with the Cultural Affairs Bureau, the  
Tourism and Hotel School also offered a Certificate 
in Art Administration programme, included in the 
Bureau’s Arts and Culture Management Human 
Resources Training Programme.

In August 2015, IFT organised a short course on 
antique blue-and-white porcelain from China. The 
classes were conducted by Dr. Tseng Su Liang, a 
professor at the Graduate Institute of Art History at the 
National Taiwan Normal University and an authority 
on porcelain.

The course focused on inculcating understanding 
and appreciation of Chinese porcelain through a 
study of its historical context and artistic style, and 
the techniques and materials used in its creation. The 
course also looked at the challenge of distinguishing 
authentic pieces from counterfeits.
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IFT organised 3 art exhibitions in academic year 2014/15, held in the IFT Educational Restaurant and the Team 
Building. The exhibitions were:
  Discovering Solid Ideas: Exhibition of Commercial Photographic Work by Derry Sio and his Students;
  Reminiscences: Exhibition of Macao Old Photos; and
              The Language of Images of East and West: Exhibition of Creative Works by Cai Guo Jie.

The last exhibition showed the work of renowned Macao photographers Mr. Ao Peng, Mr. Carlos Dias, Mr. Tam 
Kai Hon, Mr. Ao Chi Keung and Mr. Kong Iu Lam.
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irector, IFT Tourism and Hotel School         

"Macao has undergone a very fast 
development over the past few years 
and younger generations might think the 
city is just about casinos and high-end 
restaurants. Reminiscences: Exhibition 
of Macao Old Photos, beyond its obvious 
interest to older generations, also aimed 
to educate our youth about Macao’s past 
and culture."
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International Qualification Courses

The Tourism and Hotel School in partnership with various organisations abroad continued to offer vocational or 
professional courses leading to certificates or diplomas recognised by the tourism and hospitality industry around 
the world. The bodies added to the Institute’s list of partners in academic year 2014/15 included:
  Asia Society of Visual Merchandisers;
  City & Guilds;
  Sherry Academy;
  Test of English for International Communication (TOEIC) Educational Testing Service; and
  Wines of Portugal.

20

Number of IFT partners for the provision of 
courses or administration of assessments 
leading to internationally recognised certificates 
or diplomas

IFT launched the Macao Occupational Skills 
Recognition System (MORS) with the support of 
the European Union in 2001. This is a joint effort by  
the Macao tourism industry and IFT to introduce 
vocational training and certification for some jobs. 
Workers can have their skills assessed and earn 
the appropriate MORS certificate, which the entire 
tourism industry in Macao recognises.

Each year at least 2 rounds of intensive preparatory 
courses and skills assessments are available. In 2010 
longer preparatory courses meant for the general 
public were made available to keep pace with the 

rapid development of the tourism and hospitality 
industries in Macao.

Since 2002, IFT hosts an annual competition – titled 
“Gold Pin” – recognising 2 industry practitioners in 
each certifiable job category for their outstanding 
professional performance. In academic year 2014/15  
the competition was held from September 
to November at the IFT and the Hotel Grand  
Lisboa. The award presentation ceremony took place 
on 28 November 2014 at the IFT Grand Hall and 22 
participants received Gold Pin awards.

Macao Occupational Skills Recognition System
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Cooperation with Guangdong and other PRC Provinces

To enhance cooperation between Macao and Zhuhai and improve customer service in both cities, IFT and the 
Zhuhai No. 1 Vocational School signed an agreement extending MORS to Guangdong province. So far, the 
school has used MORS to certify workers in 7 occupations:
  Bartender;
  Concierge and bell attendant;
  Customer relations officer; 
  Front desk agent;
  Room attendant;
  Waiter/waitress (Chinese restaurant); and
  Waiter/waitress (Western restaurant).
         
Almost 1,440 students at the Zhuhai school have benefitted from MORS training. IFT has also been helping the 
school develop the hardware and software to allow it to certify workers in other occupations, such as retail sales 
officer.

17

Number of occupations certified under the Macao 
Occupational Skills Recognition System

Introducing MORS in the Zhuhai No. 1 Vocational School

Training and Assessment for Chinese Tea Master Qualification

To train experts in Chinese 
tea appreciation, the Tourism 
and Hotel School regularly 
organises Chinese tea courses. 
It also arranges for students to 
undergo Elementary Chinese 
Tea Master assessments run 
by China’s Ministry of Human 
Resources and Social Security 
at the Zhuhai No. 1 Vocational 
School.
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Introducing MORS in the Ling Dong Vocational and Technical School, 
Guangzhou’s Nansha District

Crisis Management Lecture by the Zhuhai Tour Guide Service Centre for 
Macao Tour Guides and Ground Transfer Agents

Exchanges with the Guangzhou Vocational School of Tourism and Business

Training Programme for Jiangmen Tourism Board

Training Programmes for 2 Schools in Yangzhou

To boost cooperation between the Macao SAR and 
Guangdong Province and to improve occupational 
training, IFT and Guangzhou’s Nansha District 
Education Department have signed a cooperation 
protocol on professional training. The IFT and Ling 
Dong Vocational and Technical School are working 
together to introduce MORS to Nansha and nurture 

new talent for the tourism and hospitality industries.

In academic year 2014/15, certification for front desk 
agents commenced and 2 international qualification 
courses and examinations in bartending and coffee 
service were held for Ling Dong’s teachers.

In January and August 2015, IFT invited the Zhuhai 
Tour Guide Service Centre to deliver a lecture on crisis 
management for the Institute’s Refresher Seminar for 
Tour Guides and Ground Transfer Agents. Macao SAR 
tour guides and ground transfer agents must attend 

IFT and the Guangzhou Vocational School of Tourism 
and Business signed a cooperation protocol on 
professional training in September 2014. In November, 
the school appointed 3 members of the MORS Gold 
Pin jury. In December, the school held the Guangzhou 

At the Jiangmen Tourism Board’s request, the  
Tourism and Hotel School organised a series of 
training courses in January 2015 for board members, 
Jiangmen region officials and people working in 
tourism. The topics included communication skills, 
customer service and handling complaints.

In August 2015, IFT organised training programmes for the Yangzhou Commerce Higher Vocational School and 
the Yangzhou Tourism and Business Vocational School in the province of Jiangsu. The aim was to improve the 
occupational knowledge and skills of academics.

the seminar before they can renew their licences. The 
aim of the seminar is to standardise practices and 
keep workers abreast of the latest developments in 
their industry.

Vocational Schools Cooking Competition with 20 IFT 
teachers and students taking part.
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The Tourism and Hotel School continued to hold workshops on the food and beverage business and on cultural 
tourism in academic year 2014/15. Most of the workshops were held in cooperation with partners abroad and so 
helped broaden the horizons of participants.

Public Lectures and Workshops

Cultural Tourism Lectures

A Literature Tour of the Historic Centre of Macao
Chinese Poems: How They Help Understanding of the Intercultural Exchange between East and West in Macao
Exploration of Poetry and Couplet in the Kun Iam Temple
The Couplets and Plaques of the Mandarin House, Macao
The Glorious Past of the Lin Fung Temple
The Values of Zheang Kuan Yin’s Family Motto

Distilleries of the World: France – Camus Cognac Seminar
Ferrandi Paris Master Chef Workshop: French Breads and Viennoiseries  
Ferrandi Paris Master Chef Workshop: French Classic Pastries
Ferrandi Paris Master Chef Workshop: French Classic Recipes
Food Product Knowledge Seminar: Coffee Knowledge and Practical Application
Food Product Knowledge Seminar: English Tea
Master Chef Culinary Arts Demonstration Workshop: Mr. Christopher Koetke – Midwest American Cuisine
Philibert Routin 1883 Syrup Cocktail Workshop
Spirits of the World: US Whiskey Seminar
Wine Countries of the World: Australian Wine Seminar
Wine Countries of the World: China – Shanxi Grape Wine Seminar
Wine Countries of the World: France – Champagne Seminar
Wine Countries of the World: Georgia – Wine Seminar
Wine Countries of the World: Greece – Wine Seminar
Wine Countries of the World: Italy – Veneto Wine Seminar
Wine Countries of the World: Portugal – Alto Alentejo Wine Seminar
Wine Countries of the World: Spain – Calatayud Wine Seminar
Wine Countries of the World: United States – California Sonoma County Wine Seminar
Wineries of the World: Slovenia – Movia, Brda
Wineries of the World: New Zealand – Ata Rangi
Wineries of the World: Portugal – Casa de Mouraz, Mouraz
Wine Regions of the World: France – Bordeaux Wine Seminar
Wine Regions of the World: France – Languedoc-Roussillon
Wine Regions of the World: Portugal – Taste the Difference: Alentejo versus Douro

Food and Beverage Workshops
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Tourism College
Number of Students

Around 13% of undergraduates were from outside the Macao SAR. They came from elsewhere in the Mainland 
China (including the Hong Kong SAR and Chinese Taiwan), Brazil, Bulgaria, Finland, Malaysia, Mongolia, 
Republic of Korea, Russia, Netherlands and the United States.

"IFT is my dream school. I don’t want 
to just sit and read books."

1,568
Enrolled Students

In academic year 2014/15, the number 
of students enrolled in the Tourism 
College was 1,568.
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Bachelor Degree Programme Students in the Tourism 
College

2014/15 Graduates

Bachelor Degree Programme Number of Graduates

Culinary Arts Management 15

Heritage Management 23

Hotel Management 92

Hotel Management (evening) 27

Tourism Business Management 79

Tourism Event Management 55

Tourism Event Management (evening) 19

Tourism Retail and Marketing Management 34

Total 344

Academic Year
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Higher Diploma Programme Number of Graduates

Heritage Management 2

Hotel Management 16

Hotel Management (diploma) 2

Tourism Business Management 12

Tourism Event Management 5

Tourism Event Management (diploma) 2

Tourism Retail and Marketing Management 1

Total 45

2

16

2

7

12

1

5
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Alumni Employment Survey (Classes of 1995 to 2012)
The main purpose of this survey was to monitor the career progression of IFT alumni. Those surveyed graduated 
from IFT with a higher diploma or bachelor degree in 2012 or earlier.

The survey was conducted in 2014. The response rate was 63.3%. The results indicate that more than 67% of 
alumni were engaged in the tourism or hospitality industries.

Employed alumni were 
asked to identify the level at 
which they were employed. 
About 26% of alumni that 
graduated between 1995 
and 2000 were employed 
at the executive level or 
above. Of respondents 
that graduated between 
2001 and 2005, 77% were 
in mid-level or senior level 
positions. About 15% of 
respondents that graduated 
in 2011 or 2012 were in mid-
level positions.

Employment of 2013/14 Graduates
In November 2014, IFT conducted an employment survey online to track the post-collegiate careers of graduates. 
The survey covered graduates of the class of 2013/14. The response rate was 77.6%.

The results indicate that 12.2% of respondents were attending graduate school or looking for jobs, while 87.8% 
were employed. Of those employed, 97.3% were in a full-time role, while 76.2% were working in the tourism or 
hospitality industries. The median salary was MOP13,900 per month.

Graduation Year Median Salary (MOP/month)

1995–2000 38,800

2001–2005 30,900

2006–2010 23,400

2011–2012 18,000

Median salary by year of graduation year is show below:
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74%

Tourism and Hotel School
In academic year 2014/15, the Tourism and Hotel School provided training courses and administered  
assessments for 20,227 participants. The numbers of students in each area of training were as follows:

Percentage of alumni that are satisfied or 
very satisfied with their education at the IFT, 
according to the Alumni Employment Survey 
(Classes of 1995 to 2012)

Diploma Programmes Number of Participants

Students 136

Other Courses Number of Participants

Community Education and Development Programme 1,570

Customised Courses 6,377

International Qualification Courses 1,330

Other Short Courses 7,012

Pre-Service Vocational Training Programmes 2,138

Technical and Occupational High School Programmes

	 Culinary Techniques (evenings)

	 Graphic Design (daytime)

	 Tourism Techniques (daytime) 

97

Total 18,524
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Professional Assessments Number of Participants

Macao Occupational Skills Recognition System (MORS) 1,491

Tour Guide – Language Examinations 76

Total 1,567
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hairman of the Macau Hotel Association

and General Manager of the G
rand Lisboa Hotel

"Through MORS, not only staff 
and hotels benefit, but the whole 
industry can provide a better service 
to its customers."
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IFT has long recognised the importance of research to tourism and hospitality. This is evident from a growing 
body of research by Institute academic staff that has been published by top-tier academic journals. The volume 
of published research has increased by more than 50% in the past 5 years.

The Institute endeavours to undertake high-quality 
research that advances knowledge and influences 
industry practice. This is research that produces 
results that are of interest to academics and students, 
and that is relevant to the community.

In academic year 2014/15, IFT Visiting Assistant 
Professor Dr. Anthony Wong Ip Kin was appointed 
as Coordinating Editor of the International Journal of 
Hospitality Management. The publication is a top-tier, 
internationally acclaimed publication in the field of 
tourism and hospitality.

Another highlight was the appointment of Invited 
Assistant Professor Dr. Sharif Shams Imon to join a 
technical evaluation mission to India at the request 
of the International Council on Monuments and Sites 
(ICOMOS), an adviser to the UNESCO World Heritage 
Committee. The mission, from 8 to 10 October 2014, 
evaluated Delhi’s Imperial Capital Cities for inclusion 
on the World Heritage List.

58%

Percentage of papers published by IFT scholars 
in academic year 2014/15 that were featured in 
Grade A tourism- and hospitality-related journals
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"The research I do helps me in my lectures. Without 
doing some research in the fields that I teach, and that 
have Macao as background, I would not be able to 
give students any special insight during my classes."
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 King     IFT Visiting Assistant Professor              

Policy Research

IFT established the IFT Tourism Research 
Centre(ITRC) in 2003 to garner and disseminate 
knowledge about topics relevant to tourism and 
hospitality in the Macao SAR and nearby parts of the 
world. The Centre serves as a public policy think-
tank, acting as a consultant to various departments 
of the Macao SAR Government and working with an 
extensive network of research partners abroad.

An example of the ITRC’s focused research is the 
annual tourism carrying capacity study undertaken for 
the Macao SAR Government since 2003. The results 

of the 2014 study were released to the public at a 
press conference held at IFT on 26 March 2015. It 
was the first time the details of the study were made 
public. The study included policy suggestions and 
other recommendations to improve the city’s tourist 
carrying capacity.

ITRC compiles several tourism-related indicators, 
including the Macao Tourism Satisfaction Index, 
which is conducted and published quarterly. The 
Centre also releases quarterly the findings of the 
Macao Visitor Profile Survey, which delivers valuable 
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market insights to managers in the tourism industry.

One of ITRC’s most recent endeavours is the Macao 
Human Resource Monitoring Survey. This long-term 
project sets out to measure the attitudes, opinions 
and job satisfaction levels of workers in the hospitality, 
gaming and tourism industries.

The project began in 2012 and 2013 saw the 
publication of a pilot report based on that data. 

A selection of results from the first survey was 
released on 5 November 2014 at a briefing for human 
resources professionals. Led by IFT Professor  
Dr. Leonardo (Don) Dioko, the researchers described 
the study’s methodology and unveiled findings about 
job satisfaction, work stress, perceived fairness of 
compensation and benefits, and the intentions of 
employees to stay with their current employers.

3.01

The average rating for job stress reported by casino 
workers in Macao on a 5-point scale, in contrast 
to the average of 2.78 points among all workers, 
according to the first Macao Human Resource 
Monitoring Survey, released by ITRC in 2014

Applied Research and Industry Consultancy

International Conferences

In the 2014/15 academic year, IFT undertook applied 
research projects, consulting projects, or both, for the 
following government departments or industry partners:

  Health Bureau; 
  Macao Government Tourist Office;
  Macao Hotel Association;
  Talents Development Committee; and
  Tourism Development Committee.

In recent years, IFT has become an important venue for international conferences involving tourism and 
hospitality specialists. The conferences make IFT more conspicuous in the world of academe, present the latest 
achievements of its faculty and research staff, and promote the exchange of ideas between experts from all over 
the globe.

The academic events hosted by IFT have great practical benefits. The Institute often invites leading figures in 
relevant industries to make keynote speeches and offer insights into the realities of the world they work in.

Exploring New Knowledge
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5th International Conference on Destination Branding and Marketing
From 3 to 5 December 2014, the Institute partnered 
with the University of South Carolina in the United 
States, and the University of Surrey and Cardiff 
Metropolitan University in Britain, to hold the 5th 

International Conference on Destination Branding 
and Marketing at IFT.

The event was the fourth International Conference 
on Destination Branding and Marketing held by IFT. 
The Institute hosted the first conference in 2005, the 
second in 2007 and the third in 2009.

The theme of the 2014 conference was "Building 
Enduring Place Brands". Macao Government Tourist 
Office Director Maria Helena de Senna Fernandes 
delivered a keynote speech. Her presentation was 
on the branding of Macao as a destination and its 
positioning as a world centre for tourism and leisure.

7th International Conference on Services Management

The Institute hosted the 7th International Conference on Services 
Management from 10 to 12 December 2014. Academics, researchers 
and educators from around the world gathered at IFT to debate the 
state of the discipline and its future.

Several IFT academics presented 
research papers at the conference, some 
co-written with their counterparts abroad.

The Institute jointly organised the 
conference with UK’s Oxford Brookes 
University, Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
and State University in the United 
States, and the Institute for International 
Management and Technology in India, 
which is now the Vedatya Institute.

The conference has also been held in the 
UK, India, US and Cyprus.

"Macao is the place to be with regard to destination branding and marketing, and IFT is the place to study, 
research and confer with colleagues about this rapidly emerging field."

Rich Harrill
Acting Director of the School of Hotel, Restaurant and Tourism Management

University of South Carolina, USA

In academic year 2014/15, IFT organised several international conferences, including those listed below:
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During the 2014/15 academic year, IFT maintained its 
efforts to be recognised as an educational institution 
of global standing. Some of these activities included 
building and strengthening partnerships with top 
universities abroad, multinational corporations, global 
organisations linked to tourism and hospitality, and 
with other stakeholders.

The Institute remains committed to increasing the 

International Links

number of undergraduates studying abroad or taking 
part in exchange programmes. Opportunities beyond 
Macao’s borders included semester-long study 
programmes, curricular internships and summer 
programmes in places such as the United States, 
Europe and Japan. Students were encouraged to 
experience different cultures and develop as global 
citizens, capable of living, studying and working with 
a diverse group of people.

Expansion of the International Network
IFT formed new relationships with institutions abroad in academic year 2014/15 and strengthened existing ties. 
These relationships are meant to enhance the Institute’s global reputation, improve its research capabilities and 
build strong links between students and staff worldwide.

New agreements were signed with the following partners:
        Guangzhou Vocational School of Tourism and Business, PRC; and
        School of Tourism, Bournemouth University, UK.

Global Links
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Pacific Asia Travel Association (PATA)
Founded in 1951, the Pacific Asia Travel Association 
(PATA) is a not-for profit body that acts as a catalyst 
for the responsible development of travel and tourism 
in the Asia-Pacific region. IFT has been a member of 
PATA since the Institute’s establishment.

In March 2015, Ms. Helena Lo, who heads the 
Institute's Pousada de Mong-Há training hotel, was 
honoured with the association's 2015 PATA Face of 
the Future Award. This is the most prestigious prize 
for young tourism professionals in the Asia-Pacific 
region. The accolade confers membership of the 
PATA Executive Board as a non-voting observer for a 
year, at the invitation of the PATA Chairperson.

IFT representatives attended several PATA meetings 
in academic year 2014/15. IFT Vice-President 
Ms. Florence Ian took part in the meetings of the 

Executive Board, Board and Education and Training 
Committee held in Phnom Penh. Cambodia, from 
17 to 22 September. In April 2015, IFT President  
Dr. Fanny Vong attended the PATA annual conference 
in Leshan, PRC.

A delegation of 7 IFT students took part in the 
PATA International Youth Forum 2014, which was 
jointly organised by IFT. The forum took place on 7  
and 8 November 2014 at Taylor’s University in Kuala 
Lumpur in Malaysia. The students were accompanied 
by faculty member Dr. Laurie Baker-Malungu. 
The main theme of the forum was crisis response, 
management and recovery. Zoe Huang Yin, an IFT 
student delegate, was appointed coordinator of her 
team which won 1st place in the simulation competition 
for its effective plan of action.

World Tourism Organization (UNWTO)
IFT is an affiliate of the World Tourism Organization 
(UNWTO), the UN agency that promotes responsible, 
sustainable and universally accessible tourism.

The Institute was the first institution of tourism  
education certified by the UNWTO.TedQual 
Certification System, which certifies tourism 
education, in 2000. In April 2015, 3 more bachelor 
degree programmes were certified under the scheme 
for the next 4 years. The programmes are Tourism 
Retail and Marketing Management, the Hotel 

Management (Evening Programme) and the Tourism 
Event Management (Evening Programme).

In June 2015, Dr. Vong attended the joint meeting 
of the UNWTO Commission for South Asia and the 
UNWTO Commission for East Asia and the Pacific 
held in Malé in the Maldives. She was a member of 
the Macao Government Tourist Office delegation. Also 
in June, Ms. Ian attended a UNWTO international 
meeting on Silk Road tourism, held in Xi’an, PRC.
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Body Aspects of IFT’s Membership

Asian Academy for Heritage 
Management

Founding member
Holder of the chair of the executive committee
Knowledge management hub
Focal point of the UNESCO Cultural Heritage 
Specialist Guide Programme

Asia-Pacific Education and Training 
Institutes in Tourism 

Founding member
General Council member
Executive Committee member
Training-the-trainer centre

Asia Pacific Tourism Association 
Board member
Institutional member
Regional representative

Association for Tourism and Leisure 
Education Member

Association of Universities 
of Portuguese Language Member

Pacific Asia Travel Association
Associate member
Education/Training Committee member
Industry Council member and Council representative 
on the PATA Board

PATA Macau Chapter Holder of chair

United Nation World Tourism 
Organization (UNWTO)

Affiliate member
Knowledge network member

Association of Universities of Portuguese Language
IFT has been a member of the Association of Universities of Portuguese Language (AULP) since 2002. The 
association promotes cooperation and exchanges among institutions of higher education in places where 
Portuguese is an official language. AULP has more than 140 members on 4 continents.

IFT jointly organised the AULP annual meeting held in Macao in September 2014. Ms. Ian attended the following 
AULP annual meeting, held in Cape Verde in July 2015.

International Roles
Membership of International Bodies

Global Links
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Partners in International Qualification Courses
In partnership with 20 organisations abroad, IFT’s Tourism and Hotel School offers programmes leading to 
certificates or diplomas recognised by the tourism and hospitality industry around the world. More than 1,300 
people joined these programmes in academic year 2014/15.

Partners

  

American Hotel and Lodging Educational Institute
- IFT provides approved courses and assessments

       

Asia Society of Visual Merchandisers
- IFT provides approved courses and assessments

 

Burgundy Wine School
- IFT provides approved courses and assessments

       

Confederation of International Beauty, Therapy and Cosmetology 
- IFT is an accredited training establishment

      

City and Guilds
- IFT provides approved courses and assessments

Ferrandi Paris School of Culinary Arts
- IFT provides approved courses and assessments

        

International Air Transport Association (IATA)
- IFT is an authorised training centre accredited by IATA and the     
  United Federation of Travel Agents’ Associations

        

International Bartenders Association
- IFT provides approved courses and assessments

       

International Personal Trainers and Fitness Academy
- IFT provides approved courses and assessments
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ITEC
- IFT is a registered college

  

London Chamber of Commerce and Industry
- IFT provides approved courses and assessments

  

Le Cordon Bleu
- IFT provides approved courses 

  

Sake Sommelier Association
- IFT provides approved courses and assessments

Servsafe
- IFT provides approved courses and assessments

Specialty Coffee Association of Europe
- IFT provides approved courses and assessments

       

Sherry Academy (Consejos Reguladores del Marco de Jerez)
- IFT provides approved courses and assessments

Test of English for International Communication (TOEIC) – 
Educational Testing Service
- IFT provides approved courses and assessments

 

Wine and Spirit Education Trust
- IFT is an approved programme provider

 

Wines of Portugal
- IFT provides approved courses and assessments
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"IFT is a good school, with some very 
good instructors."

International Exposure at IFT
Student Exchange Programme
To give undergraduates greater international 
exposure, the Institute established a student  
exchange programme in academic year 1996/97. 
The Institute has welcomed students from various 
institutions beyond Macao’s borders, including 
PRC (including Chinese Taiwan), Canada, Europe, 
Singapore, Republic of Korea, Thailand and the 
United States.

There were 28 IFT students that joined 1-semester 

exchange programmes in academic year 2014/15. 
Their studies took them to destinations including 
Austria, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Japan, 
the Netherlands, Portugal, Republic of Korea, 
Sweden, Chinese Taiwan and the US.

The following are some of IFT’s partners abroad that 
hosted students from the Institute on 1-semester 
exchange programmes in academic year 2014/15:
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La

 Rochelle Business School, France
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an Asia Pacifi c University, Japan

Dong-A University, Republic of Korea
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"The exchange programme was 
fantastic. Something changed 
inside me."

Ke
n 

Wong     
Year 4 student of Tourism Event Managem

ent

Krems, Austria, 1 st semester of academ
ic year 2014/15

Exchange student at IMC University of A
pplied Sciences         

Themed Programmes and Activities
International Exchange Programmes

IFT and Dusit Thani College in Bangkok, Thailand, 
jointly organised a student cultural exchange 
programme held from 21 to 27 December 2014. 
The programme attracted 17 students from IFT, 
Dusit Thani College, Macau University of Science 
and Technology, City University of Hong Kong and 
Keimyung University in the Republic of Korea. The 
purpose of the exchange was to explore the history, 
traditions, gastronomy and culture of Bangkok. The 
students were accompanied by IFT Lecturer Ms. 
Marieta Wong.

IFT and Kendall College in Chicago, in the 
United States, jointly organised a 2-week 
summer international exchange programme on  
eco-awareness and tourism sustainability, held in 
Chicago from 22 June to 3 July 2015. The programme 
was attended by 13 students from IFT and other 
institutions of higher education in Macao and Hong 
Kong. They were accompanied by IFT Lecturer Mr. 
Ubaldino Couto.
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Themed Activities

Accompanied by IFT Invited Assistant Professor    
Dr. Baudouin Neirynck, 2 undergraduates and 1 
alumnus attended the Terra Madre Symposium 2014 
in Turin, in Italy, in October 2014. Terra Madre is a 
network of food communities, promoting good food 
produced sustainably.

In June 2015, a party of 12 IFT students joined a 
Tianjin cultural exchange programme for Macao 
university students. The 15-day programme was 
arranged exclusively for IFT students by Nankai 
University. IFT Assistant Professor Dr. Zhao Weibing 
and Senior Public Relations Officer Ms. Frida Law 
accompanied the group.

The 2015 Summer APU Gateway Programme, held 
in Beppu in Japan from 4 June to 30 July 2015,  
attracted 3 IFT undergraduates. The Ritsumeikan Asia 
Pacific University (APU) organised the programme.

A group of 5 IFT students, accompanied by one of 
the institute’s academic staff, joined the Germany 
Tourism summer educational tour, arranged by 
Florida International University in the United States, 
which took them to various cities in Germany from 8 
to 18 July 2015.

A party of 14 IFT undergraduates, accompanied by 
Dr. Neirynck, visited Portugal’s Alto Douro region  
from 19 to 25 July to attend a special summer 
programme on Douro wine held in São João da 
Pesqueira. The programme was jointly organised by 
IFT and the Alto Douro Professional School.

Global Links
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IFT sent 2 students on the summer courses given in 
Milan in Italy by the Nuova Accademia di Belle Arti 
Milano in July 2015.

A cultural activity entitled “The Present and Future 
Prospects of Japanese Pop Culture”, held at the 
College of Image Arts and Sciences of Ritsumeikan 
University in Tokyo from 27 July to 7 August 2015, 
was attended by 2 IFT undergraduates.

Dual Recognition Degree Programme

International Internships

A Dual Recognition Degree (DRD) programme is jointly offered by IFT and NHTV Breda University of Applied 
Sciences in the Netherlands. The arrangement exploits the strengths of the programmes offered by each 
institution, allowing undergraduates at one institution to spend their final year at the other. On graduation, DRD 
students are awarded 2 bachelor degrees – 1 by IFT and 1 by NHTV. The DRD programme attracted 3 IFT 
students in academic year 2014/15.

IFT bachelor degree programme students are required to undergo  
a 6-month internship in the 3rd year of their studies. The purpose is 
to give them valuable work experience. They can opt for placements 
in Macao or for internship opportunities around the world. Employers 
abroad that began offering internships to IFT students in academic 
year 2014/15 include:

 Al Maha Desert Resort & Spa, Dubai, United Arab Emirates;
 Chinese Academy of Social Sciences Culture Department, Beijing, PRC;
 Club Med La Pointe aux Canonniers, Pointe Aux Canonniers, Mauritius;
 Constance Industries Ltd, Poste de Flacq, Mauritius;
 CP Hotels Ltd trading as Mercure Wellington, Wellington, New Zealand;
 Hilton Queenstown Resort & Spa, Queenstown, New Zealand;
 Hyatt Regency Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR;
 JW Marriott Hotel Beijing, Beijing, PRC;
 Kyoyamato, Kyoto, Japan;
 Millennium Hotel Queenstown, Queenstown, New Zealand;
 Park Inn by Radisson Brussels Midi Hotel, Brussels, Belgium;
 Sheraton Grande Sukhumvit, a Luxury Collection Hotel, Bangkok, Thailand;
 Swarovski Hong Kong Ltd, Hong Kong SAR;
 The Heritage Hotel Queenstown NZ, Queenstown, New Zealand;
 Urban Discovery, Hong Kong SAR;
 WUnique Patisserie, Taipei, Chinese Taiwan; and
 Zhuhai Holiday Resort Hotel, Zhuhai, PRC.
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At IFT, students gain hands-on experience in 2 operational facilities that are open to the general public: one a 
boutique hotel and the other a restaurant. The facilities – on the IFT Main Campus – are designed to provide a 
rich training environment and a chance for students to interact with real guests and diners.

Pousada de Mong-Há

Awards and Achievements

"Pousada" is the Portuguese word for an inn where 
travellers can rest before continuing their journeys. 
At the Pousada de Mong-Há, guests relax amid the 
boutique hotel’s graceful décor, which is punctuated 
by traditional "azulejos", the hand-painted ceramic 
tiles of Portugal.

By serving travellers from around the world that 
choose to stay at the Pousada, IFT students are 
able to sharpen their language and communication 
skills. They gain professional confidence and acquire 
real-life work experience under the supervision of 
seasoned instructors.

The Pousada de Mong-Há has earned recognition globally, amassing a series of awards over the years, some 
of which are listed below.

Learning by Doing
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2015 PATA Face of the Future Award
Pousada de Mong-Há Director Dr. Helena Lo was 
honoured to receive the 2015 PATA Face of the 
Future Award from the Pacific Asia Travel Association 
(PATA) in March 2015. The award is considered the 
most prestigious accolade for young members of the 
tourism industry in the Asia-Pacific region.

Dr. Lo graduated from IFT in 2002 with a degree 
in Tourism Business Management. In 1998, her 
first year at the Institute, she joined the Food and 
Beverage Department and began working part-time. 
By 2003, she was a member of the Pousada team 
and eventually became its leader in 2012.

"[Dr Helena Lo’s] outstanding contribution to the 
responsible development of travel and tourism, 
specifically in the area of human capital development, 
is especially relevant."
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9,923

90.5%

48

Number of guests welcomed

Average occupancy rate

Countries and regions of origin among 
guests

At a Glance – Pousada de Mong-Há in academic year 2014/15

• Afghanistan
• Argentina
• Armenia
• Australia
• Austria
• Belgium
• Bhutan
• Brazil
• Brunei
• Canada
• Chile
• Chinese Taiwan
• Colombia
• Denmark
• France
• Germany
• Hong Kong SAR
• Iceland
• India

• Indonesia
• Israel
• Italy
• Japan
• Macao SAR
• Malaysia
• Mexico
• Monaco
• Netherlands
• New Zealand
• Norway
• People’s Republic of China
• Philippines
• Poland
• Portugal
• Republic of Korea
• Romania
• Russia
• Singapore

• Slovenia
• South Africa
• Spain
• Sweden
• Switzerland
• Thailand
• United Kingdom
• United States
• Uzbekistan
• Venezuela
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HOFEX 2015

Student Accommodation

A delegation from the Pousada de Mong-Há attended HOFEX 2015 – the 16th International Exhibition of Food 
and Drink, Hotel, Restaurant and Foodservice Equipment, Supplies and Services, at the Hong Kong Convention 
and Exhibition Centre in May 2015. By attending the event, team members were able to stay up to date with the 
latest hospitality trends.

HOFEX is considered Asia’s top food and hospitality trade show, with more than 2,400 exhibitors displaying more 
than 10,000 products or services at the 2015 event.

With the support of the Macao SAR Government,  
IFT opened the IFT Taipa Student Hostel in academic 
year 2014/15. The facilities are in Block 3 of the 
University of Macau former campus on Taipa. The 
building is a 15-minute walk from the Institute’s Taipa 
Campus.

The Government also gave IFT permission to use 
the East Asia Hall Building, a student dormitory, 
in academic year 2014/15. This building, on the 
University of Macau former campus, increases 
considerably the number of beds available for IFT 
students that are not Macao residents. The hall’s first 

student residents will be welcomed in academic year 
2015/16.

The increased dormitory capacity will solve a  
significant number of issues related to finding 
accommodation for students from outside Macao. 
Housing students in just one area will permit the 
Institute to offer a more comprehensive range of 
services. Students will also have access to a greater 
number of facilities in their free time. The combination 
of a more comprehensive service offering and 
facilities will be conducive to the students’ all-round 
development.

Learning by Doing
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Educational Restaurant
The Institute's Educational Restaurant provides 
a practical learning environment for students in 
bachelor degree, diploma and certificate programmes. 
Coached and supervised by the restaurant’s team of 
instructors, students can acquire valuable hands-on 
experience of food and beverage operations.

The IFT Educational Restaurant serves a unique 
selection of Macanese and Portuguese dishes with a 
modern touch. It supports organic agriculture and the 
Slow Food movement, growing its herbs in a special 
garden located on the IFT Main Campus.

Activities in academic year 2014/15

August 
2014

November 
2014

October 
2014

September 
2014

Food and Beverage Department chefs Mr. David Wong, Mr. Raimund Pichlmaier 
and Mr. Hans Rasmussen took part in the first Natural and Organic Products Asia 
trade show, held at the Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre from 27  
to 29 August.

A delegation from the Food and Beverage Department took part in the HKTDC 
Food Expo 2014, held by the Hong Kong Trade Development Council at the Hong 
Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre from 6 to 8 November.

IFT, with the Vintage Wine Academy, 
the Wine Society of Macau, the 
Macau Culinary Association and 
the Macau Sommelier Association, 
among others, organised a series of 
events entitled "The Love of Port", 
which focused on Port wine. The 
events were held at the Educational 
Restaurant on 24 October.

A delegation from the Food and Beverage Department visited the Restaurant & 
Bar Hong Kong 2014 exhibition, held at the Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition 
Centre from 2 to 4 September.

IFT chef Ms. Seak Pui Ian won the gold medal in the Fonterra Pastry 
Challenge 2014 – Macao on 22 September.
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March 
2015

April 
2015

May
2015

August 
2015

December 
2014

The IFT Educational Restaurant introduced a new executive set lunch menu on 9 
March and a new à la carte menu on 11 March.

IFT pastry artisan Mr. Ronald Gonzales took part in the Café DKSH 2015 gourmet 
event held in Hong Kong on 28 April, and in a Carma workshop about 3D cakes 
held there on 30 April.

On behalf of IFT, pastry chef Ms. Seak 
Pui Ian competed in the Hong Kong 
International Culinary Classic 2015, 
the largest culinary contest in Asia, 
held at the Hong Kong Convention and 
Exhibition Centre on 9 May.

A delegation from the Food and 
Beverage Department took part in 
HOFEX 2015 at the Hong Kong 
Convention and Exhibition Centre  
from 6 to 9 May.

IFT Chef Ms. Seak Pui Ian won the  
gold medal in the Fonterra Pastry 
Challenge 2015 – Macao.

The IFT Educational Restaurant offered a promotional Christmas set lunch and 
Christmas dinner buffet, which were available all month.

Learning by Doing
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One of the IFT’s long-term aims is to engage the Macao community in a way that is responsible, relevant and 
sustainable. The Institute achieves this through participation in various Macao SAR Government consultative 
bodies, by hosting charitable events, and through community engagement and outreach initiatives.

Participation in Government Consultative Committees
IFT has been appointed to government committees that are related to tourism and hospitality or with education 
and human resource development. A list of these involvements is included below:

Committee for the Development of Conventions and Exhibitions;

Committee of Cultural Industries;

Guangdong-Macao Development Team; 

Public Employees’ Creativity Plan Evaluation Committee;

Public Services Evaluation Committee;

Talents Development Committee; and

Tourism Development Committee.

Community Service
IFT frequently links with 
community-based organisations 
to allow its students, staff and 
faculty to engage in public 
service campaigns on issues 
that include education, hunger 
and sustainability. This allows 
participants from the Institute to 
serve the greater good, develop 
new service initiatives and 
discover their potential to change 
the world.

In the academic year 2014/15, 
IFT continued to participate in the 
Oasis Action charity campaign 
organised by the Chinese 
Educators Association of Macau. 
A donation box was placed on the 
IFT campus and, in July 2015, 
student representatives joined a 
delegation from the association 
on a tour of Shanxi province in 
the Mainland China to deliver the 
funds raised by the campaign. 
The Oasis Action annual charity 
campaign provides funds to allow 
children from underprivileged 
communities to attend school.

Community Involvement and Student Activties
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The Institute also supported the Red Cross Love 
Donation Box Plan, promoted by the Macau Red 
Cross. A donation box was placed in the IFT  
Education Restaurant.

In September 2014, IFT backed the Action for  
Sight 2014 campaign organised by Orbis, an 
international charity dedicated to fighting avoidable 
blindness in developing countries. The Institute raised 
about MOP5,940 as part of the campaign.

In November 2014, IFT supported the annual fund 
raising campaign of the Tung Sin Tong Charitable 
Society. The Institute donated MOP4,110 to the 
charity.

IFT joined the 2014 edition of the Walk for a 
Million, with several students, staff and academics 
participating in the 3-km walk on 14 December. This is 
the biggest annual charity event in Macao, organised 
by the Macao Daily News Readers Charity Fund.

Community Involvement and Student Activties
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In May 2015, IFT supported the Oxfam Rice Sale 
event by raising about MOP9,500. Funds raised 
during the event were contributed to the Oxfam China 
Development Fund, which provides assistance to 
children in developing regions of the Mainland China.

IFT staff also raised about MOP5,200 for the Macau 
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Famine Key Chain campaign, organised by World 
Vision, an humanitarian aid and development 
organisation that fights hunger in Africa.

In addition, IFT held several initiatives to support the 
victims of the 2015 earthquake in Nepal. Institute staff 
members raised MOP22,156 for World Vision. The IFT 

Community Involvement and Student Activties

Chamber Music Club in conjunction with the Macau 
Ensemble Association arranged a charity concert for 
the victims of the earthquake, raising MOP30,274.90 
for the Macau Red Cross Nepal earthquake relief 
fund.
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In academic year 2014/15, IFT 
bachelor degree programme 
students organised several 
special events to raise money 
for Macao charities for the 
practical portion of their 
curriculum. These activities 
offer students a chance to  
make practical use of 
knowledge learned in the 
classroom, and develop 
students to be active and 
responsible community 
members. Some of these 
events are listed below.

Slow food event series: 
Organised by Year 2 
students from the Tourism 
Event Management and 
Tourism Retail and Marketing 
Management programmes, 
this series raised more than 
MOP90,000 for Orbis.

"beYOUtiful: Stay True, Stay You" charity event: Organised by Year 3 Tourism Event Management students, the 
series included charity sales of fortune cookies and candies, workshops to make leather goods, a flash mob event, 
and a short film festival and award ceremony. It generated a net profit of MOP45,000, donated to the Macau Child 
Development Association, which supports children with developmental and communication disorders.
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"Party in the Jungle" charity event: Organised by the Macau Culinary Association and a group of IFT Culinary 
Arts Management Year 2 students, the proceeds of this charitable event went to Caritas’ Lar de Nossa Senhora 
da Penha, the ECF Fellowship Orphanage and the Fountain of Hope orphanage.

Community Involvement and Student Activties
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IFT 20th Anniversary Charity Concert: Held at the IFT Grand Hall by the Year 2 Tourism Event Management 
bachelor degree programme students, the concert included performances by IFT students and staff, and by Hong 
Kong pianist and composer Ms. Abia Ng. The event raised MOP293,105.41, donated to Christians in Action and 
Orbis.

Several courses provided by the Tourism and Hotel School in academic year 2014/15 also aimed, among other 
goals, to foster community involvement of participants.

The Art Plus event on 27 June 2015 saw an art exhibition planned and executed by students on IFT’s Event 
Preparations training course. The 1-day event featured more than 50 exhibitors selling or displaying work by local 
artists; it also included several live music performances. The exhibition was held at The Venetian Macao.

Community Involvement and Student Activties
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In academic year 2014/15, IFT joined several community 
events aimed at promoting environment protection 
awareness. To support the Earth Hour global environment 
protection campaign, IFT organised the Lights Out for 1-Hour 
event on 28 March 2015 and called for switching off non-
essential lights for an hour. To further promote energy saving 
awareness, the Institute organised the IFT No Elevator Day 
at the same time to encourage students and staff to take the 
stairs instead of the lift.

IFT continued promoting its IFT Affinity Credit Card 
Programme in academic year 2014/15. Every time a 
purchase or payment of services is made using an IFT Affinity 
branded credit card, 0.3 percent of the spending amount is 
automatically credited to the IFT Scholarship Fund. In 2014 
and the first half of 2015, IFT has raised MOP74,870.34 and 
MOP38,372.36 respectively through the IFT Affinity Card 
Programme for scholarships. Until 30 June 2015, the total 
accumulated funds has now reached MOP412,935.36.

Student Extra-curricular Activities
IFT students are widely acknowledged for their involvement in extra-curricular activities. In the 2014/15 
academic year, IFT’s Student Union and other student groups organised various events aimed at building closer  
relationships between schoolmates and thus creating a stronger sense of belonging to the Institute. Bellow is a 
list of the activities.

"Flavour of Macao" Photo Competition

The Student Union organised a photo competition to celebrate the 
15th anniversary of the establishment of the Macao SAR in 2014. The 
goal was for participants to discover Macao’s unique features through 
photography.

This student-organised music festival was open 
to participants from other educational institutions 
in Macao. It aimed to increase exchanges and 
cooperation between students from different 
institutes and universities.

Music Festival
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The annual event aims to reinforce Macao 
students’ knowledge in the areas of tourism, 
hospitality, heritage, and meetings and 
conventions.

The Student Union arranged a series of activities, 
including a city tour, to welcome Year 1 students 
as well as non-local students. The aim was to 
enable them to adapt more easily to the new 
environment.

The fashion activity offered a platform for 
students to showcase their talent in design, while 
promoting sustainable and environment friendly 
lifestyles.

To facilitate exchanges between local and 
overseas students, the Student Union held an 
International Night to enable participants to 
experience different cuisines and cultures.

7th Annual Tourism and Hospitality Quiz

Welcoming Programme

Green Fashion Show

International Night
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This is one of the most popular annual events by 
the IFT Student Union. It is not only a competition, 
but also a platform for students to showcase their 
talent and build their self-confidence.

Students visited the Taipei campus of Shih 
Chien University to learn more about higher 
education in Chinese Taiwan. Representatives 
from the student unions of both institutions also 
exchanged views on tourism development in 
Chinese Taiwan and Macao.

The event allowed students to exchange views 
with IFT alumni on their experiences as students 
at the Institute and on the issues faced in entering 
the job market after graduation.

Singing Contest

Chinese Taiwan Exchange Trip

Alumni Sharing Party

Other Activities
In the 2014/15 academic year, IFT was also represented at:
	 45th Caritas Macau Bazaar;
	 Cultural Experience Trip – Mainland China, Hong Kong SAR and Macao SAR, organised by Macao’s 

Tertiary Education Services Office; and
	 Guangdong-Macao Youth Development Forum, organised by the General Association of Chinese  

Students of Macao.
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17.2%

IFT remained focused on updating the facilities at its 2 campuses in academic year 2014/15 while practising 
management that is environmentally friendly. By pressing on with the continuous improvement of the campuses, 
management was able to support the Institute’s drive to become a leading institute of tourism and hospitality 
education in the Asia-Pacific region.

Green and Healthy Campus
In academic year 2014/15, the Occupational Safety 
and Health and Green Task Force maintained its 
efforts to create campuses that are green and  
healthy. Student and staff engagement was  
enhanced through courses, exhibitions and other 
activities that helped foster safe, healthy and 
environmentally friendly campuses.

In tandem with efforts to improve campus 
management, the Institute decided to apply for 

international certification under the ISO14001 
Environmental Management System. IFT carried out 
an assessment comparing the current management 
system with the ISO14001 requirements. Staff 
involved in the application process were given 
courses on Introduction of ISO14001 and ISO14001 
EMS Documentation Training.

Annual percentage decline in waste produced 
by Pousada de Mong-Há in academic year 
2014/15

Campus Development
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4.4
tonnes

The amount of glass recycled by IFT in academic 
year 2014/15

Additional activities were also undertaken with a view to delivering greener campuses in academic year 
2014/15:
	 Visiting the Eco Expo 2014 in Hong Kong and the Macao International Environmental Cooperation 

Forum & Exhibition 2015;
	 Taking part in Macao Energy Conservation Week 2015;
	 Membership of the evaluation panel of an Environmental Protection Bureau programme to promote 

environmental education in schools;
	 Arranging tours for the public to show the environmental work at IFT;
	 Holding a green fashion competition and a green drawing workshop.

To make the campuses safer, a series of activities were delivered in academic year 2014/15:
	 Staff participation in occupational safety and health (OSH) courses;
	 Participation in the 22nd Two Coasts, Hong Kong and Macao OSH Symposium organised by Macao’s 

Labour Affairs Bureau;
	 Fire drills and training in the use of fire extinguishers;
	 Participation by crisis management team members in a student crisis management training workshop 

arranged by Macao’s Tertiary Education Services Office.

Upgrading and Improvement of Facilities
Several classrooms and the Auditorium had their 
audiovisual systems upgraded in academic year 
2014/15. Classroom C217 on the Taipa Campus was 
improved so creative arts programmes could be held 
there.
 
New emergency lighting was fitted in many places. 
The public address system was upgraded.
 

Dispensers of filtered drinking water were installed 
throughout the Institute, including the corridors in the 
buildings in both campuses, the student hostel and the 
faculty office. The aim was to improve convenience 
and help reduce the volume of plastic bottle waste 
created on campus.

Multimedia Library Services

The Library engaged in several activities in academic 
year 2014/15 with a view to making books more 
accessible to all. These activities included putting 
new book-crossing corners on the campuses, making 
it more convenient for a reader obtain a book and 
put it back in circulation once read. The Library has 
promoted the book-crossing service since 2013.

Various training sessions on topics such as  
database access and library tools were held in 
academic year 2014/15. The goal was to improve 
the research skills of students and increase their 
awareness and understanding of the resources 
available in the Library.

Library Activities

Campus Development
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3,752
Books borrowed 53,835

Number of users 
served

862
Additions to the 

Library’s 
collection

150,305
Number of items in the Library’s 
collection, including printed and 
digital publications, on 31 July 

2015

At a Glance – Multimedia Library in academic year 2014/15

Equipment Enhancement
The Library’s Audiovisual Room was equipped  
with 3D television and surround sound equipment – 
and fitted with a soundproof door – giving users the 
latest technology for watching movies and making 
presentations. An e-noticeboard was installed at the 
entrance to the Library to publicise library activities 
and promotions.

External Activities
The Library is closely involved in the meetings and 
other activities of the Macao Academic Library 
Alliance. In academic year 2014/15, Library staff 
attended several book launches, workshops and 
meetings held by other libraries and organisations 
in Macao. The purpose was to keep staff up to date 
with the latest trends in librarianship and to promote 
networking with counterparts.

Campus Development
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Information Technology Services

The Moodle course management system has been 
part of IFT’s online learning platform for several 
years. The Institute intends to introduce the Panopto 
video content management system, integrated with 
Moodle. The integration is on schedule to take place 
in academic year 2015/16 and preparations began 
in academic year 2014/15. Panopto allows lecturers 
to record and publish short videos to enhance their 
teaching.

Enhancement of Online 
Learning Platform

Student IT Services

The Student Portal went online in 2014, bringing 
together essential information about the Institute and 
electronic services for students on a single website.

In 2015, IFT began offering all registered full-time 
students free access to Microsoft Office 365 software 
for mobile and desktop devices.

IT Infrastructure
To stay ahead of increasing demand for data from 
personal mobile devices, the Institute's Wi-Fi network 
was upgraded in academic year 2014/15, substantially 
improving its coverage, capacity and speed.

IP phones were installed on the Main and Taipa 
campuses. The Internet carries calls made with these 
phones, making them less costly than conventional 
telephony.

3.4 million
Number of page views of the 

Institute’s website in academic 
year 2014/15

Campus Development
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Item Amount (MOP) Share of Total

Tourism Fund  41,166,666.60 15.8%

Government subvention  126,149,872.00 48.5%

Tuition fees  46,955,348.81 18.1%

Services and other activities  18,052,893.90 7.0%

Balance brought forward from FY 2013  25,941,609.02 10.0%

Others  1,618,080.71 0.6%

Total  259,884,471.04 100%

In academic year 2014/15, IFT continued to pursue efficiencies in resource management and adopted strategies 
to ensure the effective deployment of its resources, while keeping in mind the Institute’s goal of achieving 
academic excellence.

Income and Expenditure
IFT remained in a sound financial position in the 2014 financial year, reflecting its prudent management strategies.

Actual expenditure for financial year 2014

Actual income for financial year 2014

Item Amount (MOP) Share of Total

Personnel expenses 160,627,919.13 65.1%

Operating expenses 77,986,373.53 31.6%

Campus construction and equipment 6,717,946.39 2.7%

Others 1,374,706.85 0.6%

Total 246,706,945.90 100%

Managing Resources
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Position No.

Professor 1

Assistant professors 27

Lecturers 47

Instructors 39

Total 114

Position No.

Academic staff 114

Hospitality occupational training staff 34

Administrative and other staff 182

Total 330

Full-Time Academic Staff

Full-Time Staff

Staff Statistics
In academic year 2014/15, IFT continued to succeed in attracting and retaining high-quality staff. The number 
of full-time academic staff increased by 8.6% from the previous academic year, the Institute hiring several new 
assistant professors and lecturers. The number of staff of all kinds, academic or otherwise, rose by 6.5%.

Managing Resources
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